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Abstract. Carl Sauer’s The Morphology of Landscape is a foundational text for cultural geography. Instead of
focusing on culture, however, this article pays special attention to Sauer’s use of phenomenology. Through the
lens of German Theory, I detail the debate around areal realism in German geography amongst Carl Ritter, Julius
Fröbel, Alexander von Humboldt, and Alfred Hettner leading up to The Morphology of Landscape. By recon-
structing the onto-epistemological problem that Sauer’s invocation of phenomenology responds to, I extrapolate
a Sauerian phenomenology for both physical and human geography.

1 Introduction

In their editorial to this theme issue, Korf et al. (2022:86,
translation by author) call for a return “back to the future”,
“reconstructing and reappropriating buried and sunk intel-
lectual paths of thought”, namely those related to German-
language theorists. By way of analogy, Korf et al. (2022:92,
translation by author) compare German Theory to the wreck-
age of ships “on the ocean floor, in the sediments of conti-
nental intellectual traditions”. Following this call for a turn
to German Theory, I will undertake a “deep dive” into the
history of geographic thought, “archaeologically uncovering,
salvaging, restoring, renovating, and revaluing” (Korf et al.,
2022:92, translation by author) pieces of theoretical wreck-
age (for an excellent deep dive into Italian theory and its link-
ages to the history of German geography, see Minca, 2007).

My particular interest is in Carl Sauer’s (1925) early work
of The Morphology of Landscape (henceforth Morphology).
Although it is commonly acknowledged that Sauer drew
heavily on German-language geographers and thinkers in his
Morphology (Kenzer, 1985; Penn and Lukermannn, 2003),
Sauer – born to German parents; raised in a “poor, semi-
rural, German-American community” (Kenzer, 1985:266) in
Warrenton, Missouri, and for 3 years in Germany; and Vice
President of the Goethenia Society at the bilingual Central
Wesleyan College as an undergraduate and “assistant Ger-
man editor” (Kenzer, 1985:265) of the college’s newspaper
– is generally not regarded as a “German theorist” (see Korf

et al., 2022:86) but as the originator of cultural geography
and the Berkeley School (Williams, 2009a, b). To this lin-
eage of geographic thought, the influence of Berkeley an-
thropologists Alfred Kroeber and Robert Lowie is of greater
import than that of Alexander von Humboldt, Johann Wolf-
gang von Goethe, or Alfred Hettner; all of whom are cited in
Morphology. This “culturalist” reading of Sauer gave rise to
the debate around “the superorganic” (Duncan, 1980; Solot,
1986), through which Sauer’s continued relevance is adjudi-
cated.

In what follows, I want to surface an alternate Sauer by
assuming the perspective of German Theory. I here borrow
the tactic of provincialisation from Korf et al. (2022:87) (and
by extension from Chakrabarty, 2000), countering a perhaps
one-sided culturalist, Berkeley reading of Sauer’s Morphol-
ogy with my own, one-sided German-theory reading. In do-
ing so, I do not argue that Sauer is a (uniquely) German the-
orist but that a focus on German Theory highlights aspects
of Sauer’s thought that have largely been neglected (for a de-
tailed survey of German geography’s broader influence on
American geography and vice versa in the 19th and early
20th century, see Hartshorne, 1939a, b). Hence, instead of
reading Sauer through the present lens of cultural geogra-
phy, I turn to past debates in German geography leading up
to Sauer’s Morphology, paying special attention to the ques-
tion of areal realism. In doing so, I reconstruct why Sauer
deemed it necessary to turn to phenomenology in particu-
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lar for his account of landscape. Reading Sauer’s Morphol-
ogy as a response to the problem of areal realism, i.e. if ge-
ography’s units of analysis (areas, regions, or landscapes)
exist or if they are “simply empty silhouettes” (Minca,
2007:190), allows me to suggest Sauerian phenomenology
as a paradigm for geographic research. In light of German
Theory, Sauer’s early work, I argue, attains new and perhaps
surprising relevance for present research in cultural geogra-
phy on (post-)phenomenology (Ash and Simpson, 2016; for
a discussion on the absence of phenomenology from present-
day German geography, see Hasse, 2017).

2 German Theory and the areal-realism debate

I first reconstruct the debate around areal realism in Ger-
man geography, bringing into focus the geographical (and
philosophical) problem Sauerian phenomenology promises
to solve. This debate occupied both Anglophone and Ger-
man geography in the 19th and early 20th century, even as its
precise origins are difficult to pin down (for the problem of
genealogy in geography, see Mayhew, 2011).

In his Physical geography, Kant (2012 [1802]:§2, 446)
sought to develop an account of geography as a science. In
§4, the basic problem of areal realism makes an appearance:
Kant distinguishes between logical and physical science in
order to situate geography. Whereas logical science divides
knowledge according to concepts, physical science divides
knowledge according to time (history) and space (geogra-
phy). Physical geography, the “geographical description of
nature”, then “refers to the places on earth where a thing is
actually to be found. . . . In sum, we are concerned with na-
ture, the earth itself, and those places where things are actu-
ally encountered” (Kant, 2012 [1802]:§4, 448, emphasis by
author). The question of areal realism concerns the nature
of these “places” of geography: are they of the mind or the
world?

2.1 (Dissecting) earth-individuals

2.1.1 Carl Ritter

In his major geographical work Erdkunde, Ritter faced the
ontological and epistemological difficulty that areal realism
presents geographers with head-on. Ritter’s methodological
argument proceeds through a number of stages, which take
place on the “logical” or “conceptual” side of Kant’s di-
chotomy. In brief, Ritter (1822:10, translation by author)
posits the existence of “earth-individuals”, such as Europe
and Asia, on the basis that historical and geographic des-
tiny is tied to distinct regions. This link between history
and geography is not coincidental but necessary – guaran-
teed by a “higher order” (Ritter, 1822:3–4). What “gave
philosophical muscle to Ritter’s regional ideology”, Living-
stone (1993:141) observes,

was the teleological foundation on which the
whole edifice rested. To study geography was to
explore nothing less than the very laws of the Cre-
ator, who was the author of the human story, the
architect of the world-plan, and the builder of hu-
mankind’s earthly home.

Ritter makes the underlying ontological (and theological)
assumption of his work most explicit when he discusses his
work’s “ideal background” (Ritter, 1822:22, translation by
author). The truth of his work, Ritter writes, does not rest “in
the truth of a concept but in the complete content of all truth
for [him], thus in the realm of faith” (Ritter, 1822:23, trans-
lation by author). His work fundamentally rests on “an inner
perception, which developed out of his life in nature and in
the human world” (Ritter, 1822:23, translation by author).
The “essence of this perception”, Ritter goes on to argue,
stands “in contrast to the sharp and distinguishing concept”,
given that perception “lends itself more to combination and
construction” (Ritter, 1822:23, translation and emphasis by
author).

2.1.2 Julius Fröbel

Fröbel (1831, 1832) fundamentally questioned Ritter’s com-
parative geographic approach, taking aim at his concept of
earth-individuals, which elided the peculiar character of a re-
gion with the concept of individuality. In Fröbel’s mind, the
“concept of the peculiar character, of the physiognomic or
the characteristic is much more fluid than that of individual-
ity” (Fröbel, 1831:50, translation by author). In appealing to
character, Fröbel (1831:501) argues that we leave the realm
of science and enter into aesthetics: “Scientifically . . . it is
first necessary to develop the local character of nature in
some region on earth’s surface out of its particulars” (Frö-
bel, 1831:502, translation by author), as opposed to taking
the character of an area as a given.

Fröbel (1831:501–502) drives this point home by analo-
gising comparative or regional geography to another com-
parative science, anatomy. According to Fröbel, no physio-
logical insight could be reached by studying individual limbs
and their “character” alone. Instead, the anatomist must dis-
sect the body along the systems which spread across it, go-
ing against the perhaps “intuitive” units of the body. The
anatomist’s “disruptive hand of analysis leads, if anything
does, to the discovery of life; and if it does not lead there
in the highest sense of the word, then this only means that
life itself is incomprehensible” (Fröbel, 1831:502, transla-
tion by author). What cannot be subjected to analysis, such
as Ritter’s “inner perceptions”, are consequently beyond the
boundary of science; they are “aesthetic perceptions which
cannot be analysed” (Fröbel, 1831:502, translation by author,
emphasis in the original). Importantly in light of later argu-
ments for and against areal realism, Fröbel (1831:504, trans-
lation by author, emphasis in the original) distinguishes the
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analytic path of science from Ritter’s synthetic path, which
“proceeds entirely according to the view of common life”.
The connections the latter reveals “can only ever become per-
ceptible in a painting but never an insight in a science” (Frö-
bel, 1831:504, translation by author, emphasis in the origi-
nal).

Turning back to his analogy with anatomy, Frö-
bel (1831:505) argues that to proceed scientifically and an-
alytically in geography and not according to arbitrary princi-
ples, we must not start with vague individual units of analysis
vertically (or regionally), but we must study the various ge-
ographic phenomena across the earth’s surface horizontally
(or systematically). We must, for instance, study the systems
of hydrology and climatology in much the same way as the
anatomist studies the nervous or muscular systems in their to-
tality, as opposed to the nerves and muscles of the arm or leg.
Fröbel proposes a more conspicuous point of incision: not
vertically through the earth’s surface but horizontally along
it, dissecting not areal units but the various geographical fac-
tors.

Contrasting Ritter’s and Fröbel’s approach brings into fo-
cus the question of whether areal realism is even an object or
question of geography as science. By Ritter’s own admission,
it requires faith to follow his work charitably. It is along these
lines that Hartshorne (1939a:235) adjudicates Fröbel’s cri-
tique of Ritter: it was “not an argument but simply a different
philosophical assumption of science asserted without foun-
dation”. Hartshorne (1939a:236, emphasis by author) goes
on to defend Ritter’s approach: “In general –, we may say
that the teleology in Ritter’s geography was an attempt to in-
terpret philosophically that which science could not explain”.
But Hartshorne’s defence of Ritter fails to take Ritter at his
own word. It was Ritter’s explicit goal to turn geography into
a “branch of philosophy itself” (Ritter, 1862:14, translation
by author), explaining not only the physical composition but
also “the higher purpose of earth” (Ritter, 1862:13, transla-
tion by author). In his reply to his most vocal critic, Ritter
goes so far as to argue that “geography is not pure natural
science to me” (Ritter, 1831:517–518, translation by author).

2.2 Alexander von Humboldt: an incipient
phenomenology of landscape

Aside from Ritter’s theological realism and Fröbel’s anti-
realism, I identify in Humboldt’s work, a third proto-
phenomenological approach which takes landscapes to be
real and expands the boundaries of geography as a “natu-
ral science”. Humboldt finds in experience itself the unifying
principle which will guide his seminal work Cosmos. The
landscapes Humboldt (1849 [1845]:x, emphasis by author)
encountered travelling “could not fail to encourage the natu-
ral tendency of my mind towards a generalisation of views”.
This account announces the interdependence of phenomeno-
logical experience and scientific knowledge which charac-
terises Humboldt’s work.

Reflecting on the experience of nature as a whole,
Humboldt (1849 [1845]:2) identifies “an intuitive feeling
of . . . order”, which “reveals to the soul, by a mysterious in-
spiration [as opposed to Ritter’s divine revelation, by author],
the existence of laws that regulate the forces of the universe”
(Humboldt, 1849 [1845]:3, emphasis by author). Narrow-
ing his focus, Humboldt goes on to identify an enjoyment
from the “contemplation of the individual characteristics of
the landscape, and of the conformation of the land in any
definite region of the earth” (Humboldt, 1849 [1845]:3–4),
enjoyment from “the peculiar physiognomy . . . of the land”
(Humboldt, 1849 [1845]:4–6).

Encountering someplace unfamiliar, “a physiognomy
wholly unknown to us”, we “receive new impressions,
linked together by a certain secret analogy” (Humboldt,
1849 [1845]:5).

It may seem a rash attempt to endeavour to separate
[or dissect, by author], into its different elements,
the magic power exercised upon our minds by the
physical world, since the character of the land-
scape, and of every imposing scene in nature, de-
pends so materially upon the mutual relation of the
ideas and sentiments simultaneously excited in the
mind of the observer. (Humboldt, 1849 [1845]:5,
emphasis by author)

“Humboldt’s optimism” (Böhme, 2018:176, translation by
author) lies in his philosophical, proto-phenomenological
conviction that the unity of landscape and nature – what is se-
cret, mysterious, and magical – emerge from a confluence of
nature and mind. Humboldt (1849 [1845]:58–60) here stakes
out a path between the rationalist and empiricist approaches
to nature of his time, arguing instead for a “thoughtful em-
piricism” (Bowen, 2009:259) which seeks to balance both by
informing and explicating the phenomenological unity of na-
ture and landscape with the help of empirical measurements.

What makes this approach (proto-)phenomenological is
the correlational entanglement of subjectivity and ob-
jectivity in Humboldt’s areal realism (see also Hepach,
2021). The way in which language, for instance, con-
trasts the “intellectual world” from nature must, in Hum-
boldt’s (1849 [1845]:59) view, “not lead us to separate the
sphere of nature from that of mind, since such a separation
would reduce the physical science of the world to a mere
aggregation of empirical specialities.” Humboldt goes on to
make an argument that is central to phenomenological theory
more broadly, namely that

the external world has no real existence for us be-
yond the image reflected within ourselves through
the medium of the senses. As intelligence and
forms of speech, thought and its verbal symbols,
are united by secret and indissoluble links, so does
the external world blend almost unconsciously to
ourselves with our ideas and feelings. (Humboldt,
1849 [1845]:59, emphasis by author)
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Humboldt here appears to extend the unity of concepts,
such as “nature” or “landscape”, to include not only the unity
of thoughts and words but unity with the external world itself.
In experiencing and articulating a landscape, one then gives
expression to a unity that is latent in both thought and nature.
One’s concepts, such as landscape, are consequently not “in
one’s head” but part of the (external) world itself (see also
Figal, 2019).

Landscape painting is of interest to Humboldt as it serves
as a model for his phenomenological approach (see also
Kwa, 2005). Both the geographer and the landscape painter –
“delineators of nature” (ordnende Denker), each in their own
way – must “resist the tendency towards endless division, in
order to avoid the dangers presented by the very abundance
of our empirical knowledge” (Humboldt, 1849 [1845]:63).
As Humboldt (2011 [1806]) explains in his previous work,
“Ideas for a Physiognomy of Plants”, from which this section
of the Cosmos heavily draws, those who “are capable of sur-
veying nature with a comprehensive glance and abstract their
attention from local phenomena”, such as landscape painters,
“cannot fail to observe” that every zone

has its own distinctive character. The primaeval
force of organization . . . binds all animal and veg-
etable structures to fixed ever-recurring types. For
as in some individual organic beings we recognise
a definite physiognomy, and as descriptive botany
and zoology are, strictly speaking, analyses of an-
imal and vegetable forms, so also there is a cer-
tain natural physiognomy peculiar to every region
of the earth. (Humboldt, 2011 [1806]:217, empha-
sis by author)

A landscape’s distinct physiognomy does not result from
empirical measurements but from a phenomenological atti-
tude which apprehends the latent character or form cohering
said landscape. In Cosmos, Humboldt states more clearly that
this physiognomy is the

total impression produced by the aspect of any
particular region. To apprehend these characteris-
tics, and to reproduce them visibly, is the province
of landscape painting; . . . it is permitted to the
artist . . . to resolve beneath his touch the great en-
chantment of nature. (Humboldt, 1849 [1847]:456)

What the artist resolves in their work is precisely the ten-
sion between individual objects of description and concep-
tual unity in thought. Humboldt’s (2011 [1806]:219–220)
particular interest in plants arises from the fact that it is “the
vegetable covering of the earth’s surface which chiefly con-
duces to the effect” of the physiognomy of an area. The “ob-
jective”, physical constitution of a landscape and the “sub-
jective”, perceptual abilities of humans meet on the scale of
vegetal life; “inner” and “outer” perception, to extend Rit-
ter’s (1822:23) turn of phrase, meet “eye to eye”.

In drawing on landscape painting, Humboldt carves out an
approach to areal realism that responds to both Ritter’s and
Fröbel’s critique. Questioning Fröbel’s distinction between
science and aesthetics, Humboldt argues that the physiog-
nomic and characteristic are not subjectivistic projections of
the human mind onto nature; they are not immune to analy-
sis. Where Fröbel argued that areal units “can only ever be-
come perceptible in a painting but never an insight in a sci-
ence” (Fröbel, 1831:504–505, translation by author), Hum-
boldt argues the opposite: the physiognomy and character of
a landscape, which landscape paintings foreground, not only
are open to analysis but also form the very basis for the sci-
entific comprehension of unity in nature. Böhme (2018:176,
translation by author) hence calls Humboldt’s approach an
“objective aesthetics”: “Physiognomy is another word for the
aesthetics of nature” (Böhme, 2018:176, translation by au-
thor).

Briefly situating the arguments so far in the present, Hum-
boldt’s approach responds to “the core problem” in the study
of regions as outlined by Cresswell (2013:59), namely “the
tension between the universal and the specific”. A study
of the uniqueness of regions appears to contradict, at first
glance, science’s claim to uncover universal laws. However,
Humboldt’s and, as I show below, Goethe’s and Sauer’s sci-
entific projects sought to resolve this tension between the
specific and the universal which haunts the study of both re-
gions and landscapes. They reveal, as phenomenology does
more broadly, the universal in the specific: the underlying
rules governing the cohesion at the heart of a region’s and
landscape’s areal realism.

2.3 Alfred Hettner: areal realism as mysticism

By way of concluding my account of the geographic devel-
opments around the question of areal realism which led up
to Sauer’s Morphology, I now turn to Hettner’s work, which,
through Hartshorne’s (1939a, b) rendering, has proven to be
influential for geography’s understanding of regions up until
today (for Hartshorne’s incomplete understanding of Hettner,
see Harvey and Wardenga, 2006).

Starting with a shared concern, both Humboldt and Het-
tner sought to unify horizontal–vertical and systematic–
regional approaches to geography. Where Humboldt argued
for the unity of nature on various scales, the physiognomic
and characteristic expression of which we can experience,
Hettner was decidedly sceptical. Although Hettner at one
point entertained the idea that geography’s object of study
should be “the inner essence of regions, landscapes, and ar-
eas” (Hettner, 1927:129, translation by author, emphasis in
the original) – which has led some to consider Hettner an
areal realist with a corresponding “pre-modern concept of
area” (Werlen, 1993:246, translation by author) – he would
later argue that the assumption that areal units are “indepen-
dently given” would be nothing short of “mysticism” (Het-
tner, 1934:143, translation by author). Instead, “they only re-
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sult from the being together and acting together of different
factors; they are secondary” (Hettner, 1934:143, translation
by author).

Some greater piece of the earth’s surface is then
only unitary in one respect, in others multiple, and,
in the strictest sense, only the individual point on
earth [Erdstelle] has complete uniqueness and in-
dividuality. There is and there can be no univer-
sally valid . . . classification of the earth. (Hettner,
1934:143–144, translation by author)

Given that the discipline of geography can thus not be
grounded in a distinct geographical object, such as regions or
landscapes, Hettner (1927:114) argues, drawing on Comte,
that geography is unique amongst the sciences due to its
chorological perspective. Geography studies the earth’s sur-
face concerning “areal differentiations and relations” (Het-
tner, 1905:557). Delimiting areal units is then, as Het-
tner (1934) concludes later, not a practice of identifying
“real” regions and landscapes but rather an artefact both of
the history of geography and of the practice of chorological
study.

Contrasting Hettner’s approach with Humboldt’s brings
into focus the key onto-epistemological problem that a phe-
nomenological approach to areal realism – Sauerian phe-
nomenology – answers to: for Hettner, experiences of unity
concerning area, region, and landscape must be illusory be-
cause “primary” reality consists in the individual geographi-
cal factors. Taking landscapes to be real is then to mistake a
thought, an “idea”, for an “object” (Cresswell, 2013:60).

However, defining primary reality in this way is “not
an argument but simply a different philosophical assump-
tion of science asserted without foundation” (Hartshorne,
1939a:235). Phenomenological theory takes aim at at-
tempts to reify and universalise the scientific method
in this way (Husserl, 1970). By contrast, Humboldt’s
proto-phenomenological approach to landscape surfaces a
phenomenological experience that underlies the scientific
method.

2.4 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe: phenomenological
morphology

Concluding this section with a “non-geographer”, I turn
to Sauer’s likely earliest encounter with German Theory,
Goethe, who is later cited as a major influence in Mor-
phology. This dense discussion of Goethe’s phenomenol-
ogy of the concept and phenomenological morphology
is meant to finally pierce the “aura of impenetrability”
which “has always surrounded ‘The Morphology of Land-
scape’ in English-speaking countries” (Penn and Lukermann,
2003:234).

Although Goethe’s work pre-dates the inception of phe-
nomenology as a philosophical discipline, he too sought to
develop an approach to natural science founded on expe-
rience. “Goethe’s method of the observation of nature is”,
as Figal highlights, “literally phenomenological: it is study
of appearances” (Figal, 2014:239, translation by author).
Neither Goethe nor Humboldt sought to reveal some se-
cret, underlying essence beyond the phenomena we expe-
rience in their physiognomic work (Böhme, 1999:98, 101).
“The specific is”, instead, “a presentation of the abstract,
its symbolic expression” (Hühn, 2020:144, translation by
author). Like Humboldt and as opposed to Ritter, Goethe
then “saw no inherent conflict between experience and idea
or between fact and conception” (Seamon, 2005:4). This
is the onto-epistemological basis for Goethe’s maxim, to
which Sauer will return, that “[o]ne need not seek anything
beyond the phenomena; they themselves are the theory”
(Goethe, 1953:432, translation by author). In their physiog-
nomic work, Goethe and Humboldt hence sought to analyt-
ically reconstruct how “total impressions of nature” consti-
tute themselves. Physiognomic description is not concerned
with the description of minute details but, much like phe-
nomenology itself, with the “general” and “typical” (Böhme,
1999:100, translation by author), i.e. with the eidetic, sal-
vaging concepts from experience.

To understand what is at stake in Sauer’s morphology, one
must clarify the nature of concepts thus salvaged. Evidently,
as Humboldt’s approach exemplified, they do not simply ap-
pear to emerge from the mind. In his comprehensive discus-
sion of Goethe’s term “concept” (Begriff), Muenzer (2021)
distinguishes the practice of conceptualising from defining.

That is to say, driven by the affect of amazement
(Erstaunen), the searching mind invents concepts.
And even if no single word or phrase will ever ad-
equately capture (erfassen) and comprehensively
contain the essence of things in traditional def-
initions, there is a special moment (Aperçu) of
intuitive understanding (Anschauung) for Goethe
that, according to his phenomenology of the con-
cept, facilitates philosophical seeing by collecting
and organizing all the conceptual attempts, or Ver-
suche (experiments), to understand things in terms
of their emergence (Erscheinung) through time.
(Muenzer, 2021:25, emphasis in the original)

Concept is a “paradoxical figure of thought” because it
“finds itself lured to define its own borders” whilst these bor-
ders themselves open onto “transitional zones of reconceptu-
alization” (Muenzer, 2021:25).

As a figure of thought, “concept” mirrors the problem
“area”, “region”, and “landscape” faced in geographic de-
scription. A concept, for Goethe, does not define a distinct,
concrete, or exact object. Instead, concept contains “an infi-
nite number of past and further modifications, or finite con-
crescences, of its own cognitive power” (Muenzer, 2021:25).
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To understand something conceptually means to not limit it
“to any of its individual modifications or material expres-
sions” and to acknowledge “that the ontological pursuit of
things in their essence cannot be limited by the requirement
of concepts within separate disciplines . . . for clarity and sta-
bility” (Muenzer, 2021:25).

In contrast to what is asked of scientific concepts by Rit-
ter (1822), Fröbel (1831), and Hartshorne (1939a), Goethe’s
concept undermines

the reliance of orthodox philosophical systems
on logical and stable properties like the “particu-
lar” or the “universal,” which must be attributable
to and predicable of things, if they are to be-
come legitimate objects of ontological and epis-
temological reflection. By contrast, Begriff [con-
cept] privileges force fields of philosophical activ-
ity and discovery with fluid and permeable borders
that . . . work intuitively within the living world.
(Muenzer, 2021:25, emphasis in the original)

Landscape, understood as a Goethian concept, then cannot
be defined in analytical terms with universal rules of areal
incision because, as a concept, it itself “exists in a state of
perpetual becoming” (Muenzer, 2021:25).

Goethe’s “concept” is closely related to form, the object
of morphology in the Humboldtian, Goethian, and Sauerian
sense, as form itself is “a lawful process of formation actual-
ized in an interplay of invariance and variation. Form thusly
conceived is a genesis from within, a self-shaping governed
by an inner principle” (Wellbery, 2021:46).

In agreement with Humboldt’s phenomenologically realist
understanding of landscape as a concept between mind and
nature, Goethe’s concept “as a thought object of experience”
is not a product of the mind but “resides in the phenomenal
world and is animated from within by its own elusive govern-
ing rule” (Muenzer, 2021:27; see also 37). Clarifying a con-
cept, such as landscape, then is not only about understanding
what we mean by landscape, but also about what landscape
is. The conceptual realm is not of the mind but of the world
geographers seek to describe.

Although concepts are fluid and open to revision, they are
not arbitrary or immune to analysis. As Humboldt and Sauer
show, the “elusive governing rule”, the form of a landscape,
is the very starting point for scientific inquiry. To uncover
the “rule that regulates the flow of [a concept’s] fugitive ap-
pearances” (Muenzer, 2021:27) is, consequently, the task of
a morphological, physiognomic, phenomenological science.

Crucially, for Goethe, this conceptual work does not be-
long outside of science but at its heart. Goethe envisions a
science that “perpetually tests and tries to express the inef-
fable rule of its own conceptualisation [of forms, by author],
understood as a process of progressive emergence and in-
creasing self-awareness” (Muenzer, 2021:33, emphasis in the
original). Hence to critique areal realists for being unable to
provide an exact definition of their object misses the point

of a phenomenological or morphological approach to geog-
raphy: its objects are not clearly delineated objects but forms
given in tensions, in conceptual “force fields” between mind
and world which can, at best, be articulated in degrees of
clarity and intensity (Figal, 2007). It is unsurprising then that
Muenzer’s (2021:28) description of conceptual work mirrors
the geographical work of capturing landscapes.

Rhythmically alternating on its journey of self-
perfection between systolic moments of clear fo-
cus that hold onto objects by delimiting them in
thought and an unbounded exploration of the dias-
tolic process that generates them in the first place,
Begriff [concept] finds its ontological place in a
force field of pure liminality between things that
are observable and are not. (Muenzer, 2021:28)

The practices of philosophical (conceptual) and geograph-
ical (areal) work meet in this struggle of delimitation. A
phenomenological geography does not have a static view of
primary objects as the basis for understanding geographical
reality: it also encompasses those phenomena (areal units)
perpetually in process. This approach undoes “the certainty
of [landscape’s] representation that has allowed for the sep-
aration of subject and object in Modern geography . . . still
with us”, which Minca (2007:191) observes as the ultimate
fruition of Humboldt’s landscape concept. Equally, it ques-
tions geographic critiques of phenomenology as being caught
up in “dreams of presence” (Rose, 2006), as systolic mo-
ments make way for diastolic ones.

3 Sauerian phenomenology

As promised in the Introduction, this final section will offer
an alternate, German-theory reading of Sauer’s Morphology:
reading a Sauerian phenomenology that was never written
(Benjamin, 2002:416; for a similar approach, see also En-
trikin1984; Korf, 2021). My interpretive pivot for this spec-
ulative reading of Sauer’s work is the problem of areal re-
alism I reconstructed above. Sauer, I argue, had his finger
on a deep onto-epistemological problem in his Morphology,
a problem to which phenomenology holds the answer, as
Sauer correctly identified. However, Sauer did not appear
to be interested in formulating a comprehensive, philosoph-
ical position; Sauer was a “philosopher in spite of himself”
(Entrikin, 1984). Caught in this tension, Morphology, in the
words of Penn and Lukermann (2003:238), does not resem-
ble “a study that moves toward an architectonic vision of re-
ality” but rather “ought to be read as a source book of geo-
graphical issues – a compendium of insights and sketches of
problems and their possible solutions”.

3.1 Sauer: cultural geographer or phenomenologist?

According to one canonical reading, Sauer’s legacy lies in
founding “classical cultural geography” and the so-called
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Berkeley School (Gibson and Waitt, 2009:413). Morphology
is tied into this narrative due to Sauer’s critique of “envi-
ronmental determinist thinking” (Williams, 2009a:16), em-
phasising culture as a shaping force, as opposed to some-
thing shaped by nature. This reading of Sauer has in turn
led to him being labelled as a “superorganicist” and “cultural
determinist” (Gibson and Waitt, 2009:413), turning culture
into a “mode of explanation . . . which reifies the notion of
culture assigning it ontological status and causative power”.
This perspective, Duncan (1980:182) argues, “was adopted
by Carl Sauer as a result of his association with Kroeber
and Lowie at Berkeley in the twenties and thirties and was
subsequently passed on to his students”, an argument which
Solot (1986:511) has called “overdrawn”.

However, a different, German-theory perspective on Mor-
phology resists this culturalist reading. Although Morphol-
ogy “has been taken by some as the hallmark statement
of the Berkeley School” (Williams, 2009b:301), influenced
by the Berkeley anthropologists Kroeber and Lowie (Dun-
can, 1980:182), Kenzer (1985:259) has questioned the in-
fluence of Kroeber and Lowie on the text (see also Kenzer,
1987:470). Furthermore, Leighly (1976:340) – with whom
Sauer published a syllabus which closely resembles Mor-
phology (Sauer and Leighly, 1925) – highlights how Sauer
“emphatically deprecated and disavowed the views he set
forth in the ‘Morphology”’ later in his career (see also Ker-
sten, 1982:69). Morphology was “not the plot of a new
course” to follow but rather the “terminus of Sauer’s men-
tal development at Ann Arbor” (Leighly, 1976:340), where
he taught before his move to Berkeley, making Morphology
a strange foundational text for future research.

Changing perspective, the main body of Morphology it-
self starts with the programmatic statement that “[a]ll sci-
ence may be regarded as phenomenology” (Sauer, 1925:20).
Sauer’s turn to phenomenology is motivated by his cri-
tique of environmental determinism too (James, 1981; Ker-
sten, 1982). To assume that environment determined culture
was, in Sauer’s eyes, “to accept a single dogma” (James,
1981:320) which threatened to prejudice the geographer’s
work in the field. Having previously published an overview
of his approach without the mention of phenomenology
(Kersten, 1982:61; Sauer, 1924), Morphology introduces
phenomenology for its critique of theory-ladenness. Phe-
nomenology provided the epistemological foundation for
Sauer’s morphologic method, which “rests upon a deliberate
restraint in the affirmation of knowledge” (Sauer, 1925:31).
This explains, in part, why Sauer himself did not develop
a substantive, phenomenological approach to geography. In
Sauer’s eyes, phenomenology is not so much a productive
method as a critical tool with which to wipe geography clean
of theory. It is, perhaps, for this reason that Sauer is not gen-
erally remembered for his phenomenology.

A German-theory reading of Morphology reveals what is
nonetheless unique and remarkable about Sauer’s approach,
namely that he applies his method to both physical and hu-

man and/or cultural geography. In extrapolating from Mor-
phology, a Sauerian phenomenology may help correct the
subjectivist bias in geography’s later appropriation of phe-
nomenology in humanistic geography and, more recently, in
post-phenomenology (see Dörfler and Rothfuß, 2018; Sea-
mon and Larsen, 2020; Hepach, 2021).

3.1.1 Morphology: a phenomenological reading

Morphology itself starts with a programmatic introduction
sympathetic to the aims of German Theory. Sauer (1925:19)
asks the reader to “reëxamine the field of geography” in light
of American and European geography drifting apart. Nothing
less than the illumination “in some degree [of] both the na-
ture of the objective and the problem of systematic method”
is Sauer’s (1925:19) aim, “keeping current views abroad es-
pecially in mind”.

The first section of the main body of Morphology is titled
“The phenomenological view of science” and begins as fol-
lows:

All science may be regarded as phenomenology,
the term science being used in the sense of orga-
nized process of acquiring knowledge, rather than
in the common restricted meaning of a unified
body of physical law. (Sauer, 1925:20)

Complicating any interpretation of Sauerian phenomenol-
ogy, Sauer cites, as the source of his concept of phenomenol-
ogy, the writings of Keyserling (1910), who was himself not
part of the phenomenological tradition proper. Sauer took a
phenomenological approach to mean the interrogation of the
very nature of the objects of geographic study on the basis of
experience. To “illuminate in some degree both the nature of
the objective and the problem of systematic method” (Sauer,
1925:19) in geography, one must first (i) clarify “the phe-
nomena that constitute the ‘section of reality’ which is occu-
pied by geography”, in order to then (ii) develop “a method
of determining their connection” (Sauer, 1925:20). The ques-
tion of areal realism decides itself depending on how these
questions are answered.

Where Kant (2012 [1802]) and Hettner (1934) sought
to deduce the “primary subdivisions of knowledge” (Sauer,
1925:21) according to philosophical or methodological prin-
ciples, Sauer (1925:20–21) instead pursues a phenomenolog-
ical approach closer to the work of Humboldt and Goethe, ar-
guing that the “experience of mankind, not the inquiry of the
specialist, has made the primary subdivisions of knowledge”.
Botany studies plants and geology rocks because “these cat-
egories of fact are evident to all intelligence that has con-
cerned itself with the observation of nature”. Analogously,
“area or landscape is the field of geography, because it is a
naïvely given, important section of reality, not a sophisticated
thesis”.

This “popular definition” (Sauer, 1925:21) of geography
as chorology, the study of areal units, then rests on the “uni-
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versality and persistence of the chorologic interest and the
priority of claim which geography has to this field”. Here,
Sauer (1925:21–22) cites and agrees with the early work of
Hettner (1923), before his unequivocal critique of areal real-
ism was published a decade later. The later Hettner would,
arguably, instead agree with the adherents “of other, recent
schools of geography” which “deem this naiïvely given body
of facts inadequate to establish a science” (Sauer, 1925:22).

In line with the other morphological approaches intro-
duced so far, Sauer (1925:22, emphasis by author) draws
attention away from “the phenomenal content to the nature
of the connection of the phenomena”. The “significant real-
ity” of landscape is then based on the “chorologic relation”,
i.e. that the “phenomena that make up an area are not sim-
ply assorted but are associated, or interdependent” (Sauer,
1925:22). Geography, according to Sauer (1925:22), should
dedicate itself to studying this relation until or unless “the
non-reality of area” is shown.

Sharing Humboldt’s “optimism”, Sauer (1925:25, empha-
sis by author) calls for the “establishment of a critical system
which embraces the phenomenology of landscape”. A land-
scape “constitute[s] a reality as a whole” (Sauer, 1925:25); it
is “an area made up of a distinct association of forms, both
physical and cultural” (Sauer, 1925:26, emphasis by author).
Citing Bluntschli (1921:49), who in turn cites Humboldt as
an inspiration for his work, Sauer (1925:26) argues that “one
has not fully understood the nature of an area until one ‘has
learned to see it as an organic unit, to comprehend land and
life in terms of each other”’.

Sauer (1925:30) traces his approach back to Goethe, with
whom the “term ‘morphology’ originated” (see also Ken-
zer, 1985; Penn and Lukermann, 2003). As discussed pre-
viously, Sauer (1925:30) emphasises that Goethe “was inter-
ested in the nature and limits of cognition”, which become
evident in his understanding of “concept” and “form”. His
“form studies”, Sauer (1925:31) goes on to explain, origi-
nated from the aforementioned insight that “one need not
seek anything beyond the phenomena; they themselves are
the theory” (Goethe, 1953:432, translation by author).

Sauer (1925:26) justifies this extensive theoretical discus-
sion as a way of clearly distinguishing his approach from
physiography and the anthropogeography “of the school of
Ratzel”, with its claims of “environmental influence”, both
of which are theory-laden. Instead, Sauer (1925:30) turns to
morphology as a method for investigating landscape which
suppresses “a priori theories”. Like Humboldt and Goethe
before him, Sauer (1925:30) holds that a morphological ap-
proach only assumes that a landscape has a “structure” con-
sisting of “forms”. The morphological approach “rests upon
a deliberate restraint in the affirmation of knowledge”; it
“presupposes a minimum of assumption; namely, only the
reality of structural organization” (Sauer, 1925:30; see also
Sauer, 1924:18–19). Humboldtian, Goethian, and Saurian
morphology assume nothing apart from the fact that there

are structures, rules, or patterns inhering in reality to be ex-
pressed.

So how does Sauer account for the morphology of land-
scape? Sauer (1925:41) first turns to the structural organisa-
tion of “natural landscape”, which “becomes known through
the totality of its forms”. These forms are climate, land, sea
and coast, and vegetation. In calling these geographic factors
forms, Sauer works against the tendency of “systematic ge-
ography” discussed above to study these elements in relative
isolation. Instead, these forms are not to be thought of “for
and by themselves, as a soil specialist would regard soils,
for example, but in their relation to one another and in their
place in the landscape, each landscape being a definite com-
bination of form values”’ (Sauer, 1925:41). These forms are
in turn not static. They are shaped, over time, by geognostic,
climatic, and vegetational factors and, mysteriously, by an
“X” factor too. Importantly, these factors are not “the end of
inquiry” for Sauer’s morphology, but instead they “are jus-
tified as a device for the connection of the forms” (Sauer,
1925:41). Shaped by these factors, the forms interlink into a
processual landscape, affording the possibility of in turn in-
terlinking with human culture and its ongoing development
in a cultural landscape. The forms of natural landscape then
constitute the medium for humankind to express its own (cul-
tural) forms in a given area. To adapt to a given landscape
means to recognise that within “the wide limits of the phys-
ical equipment of area lie many possible choices for man”
(Sauer, 1925:46).

Goethe’s phenomenology of the concept helps us grasp the
complicated ontological nature of the forms Sauer introduces
here. These forms are not static objects or ideas of the mind
but akin to the force fields introduced earlier. They are not
simply the sum of their (geographical) parts, nor can they be
explained genetically alone. Celebrating Köppen’s “trials at
climatic synthesis”, Sauer (1925:33) highlights his restraint
from applying “genetic explanation”: “Climatology has been
phenomenologic rather than genetic” (Sauer, 1925:33). Con-
trasting climate as “areal reality” and meteorology as “gen-
eral process” (Sauer, 1925:42) brings into focus the type of
geographic experience Sauer is trying to surface: attentive to
the nature and character of an area, as opposed to its individ-
ual parts and fleeting appearances.

Reading what was never written, Sauerian phenomenol-
ogy and its areal realism conceive of landscape as the inter-
relation of these forms on the basis of everyday experience.
The reality of Sauerian landscapes is then not based on some
universal principle with which all landscapes could be delin-
eated from each other. Instead, this areal realism is based, in
view of the German Theory introduced above, on the recog-
nition of mind’s and nature’s intertwinement in the unity of
concepts/forms through which areal units, such as landscape,
find their expression. As Goethe’s phenomenology of the
concept made evident, these forms are not simply present in
experience as objects. They are given in tensions, in systolic
and diastolic moments, receding into the background of ex-
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perience until they are brought to the foreground by careful
phenomenological attention. Where Fröbel’s, Hettner’s, and
Hartshorne’s approaches to areal realism took as their start-
ing point a cartographic perspective from above, imagining
themselves looking at a map of different geographical fac-
tors and attempting to make the “right” areal incision, Saue-
rian phenomenology approaches landscapes from within (for
a more recent approach to landscape from within, see also
Ingold, 1993; Wylie, 2005).

Returning to what Sauer (1925:48) himself wrote, he con-
cluded Morphology by pivoting away from the German The-
ory on which much of his approach rested. Returning back
to Fröbel’s line of argument, Sauer (1925:48) cites Hum-
boldt’s “physiognomy” of landscape as a geographic ap-
proach that lies “beyond science”. Although Sauer (1925:48)
recognises that the “best of geography has never disregarded
the aesthetic qualities of landscape, to which we know no
approach other than subjective”, it is clear that he sees his
own approach as being, in contrast, “scientific” or “objec-
tive”. It is difficult to square, as a phenomenological inter-
preter of Morphology, this critique of the “subjective” with
the very origin of the concept of form, according to Sauer
himself, in reality as it is “naïvely given” and historically in
Goethe’s phenomenological science. In a manner of speak-
ing, Sauer appears to “throw away the [phenomenological,
by author] ladder after he has climbed up it” (Wittgenstein,
2001 [1922]:6.54).

As I hope to have shown, however, Sauer’s significant
contribution to the debate around areal realism is (or could
have been) the recognition of the phenomenological reality
of landscape, of areal units for geography as a science, even
though he himself “seemed little concerned with the logical
foundations of such areal concepts” (Entrikin, 1987:78). In-
stead, Sauer draws a line between his scientific work and the
“subjective” work of Humboldt, Ewald Banse, Wilhelm Volz,
and Robert Gradmann. With the drawing of this line, the pos-
sibility of a phenomenological science is once more crossed
out: the phenomenological road Sauer stakes out in his Mor-
phology based, in part, on German Theory ends abruptly. In a
footnote, Sauer (1925:48) leaves such work to, amongst oth-
ers, the fascist geographer Banse, who “has been publishing
since 1922 a non- or antiscientific journal, Die Neue Geogra-
phie, in which numerous good items are enclosed in a repel-
lent polemic shell”.

4 The dangers of areal realism

Sauer’s allusion to Banse indicates the obvious dangers of
areal realism. When an area, region, or landscape becomes
reified in such a way that it is said to include or express the
essence of a certain people or culture, areal realism can be
construed as the foundation of exclusionary, racist, and fas-
cist politics, of “evil geographies” (Keighren, 2018:772). Un-
surprisingly then, geographers in particular have struggled

with this flavour of areal realism. Under the heading of “en-
vironmental determinism”, the question of to what extent one
is influenced and shaped by one’s environment has been dis-
cussed extensively (for an overview, see Livingstone, 2011).
German geography and theory bear particular culpability, as
geographic concepts, such as Ratzel’s (2018 [1901]) Leben-
sraum, served as the “scientific” foundation of Third Reich
politics (for an overview, see Giaccaria and Minca, 2016). In
his work on biogeography, Ratzel (2018 [1901]:72) – “the
grandfather of German Geopolitik” (Bassin, 1987a:116) –
extrapolated a “struggle for space” from Darwin’s “strug-
gle for life”, which would later play into the Third Reich’s
politics of expansion and extermination through a concern
for securing “Lebensraum” (for detailed discussion of how
Ratzel’s geographical theory undermines Nazi ideology, see
Bassin, 1987a, b; Abrahamsson, 2013). In Anglophone ge-
ography, Ratzel’s work became a major influence through its
reception by Semple (1911).

Sauer was not an areal realist of this flavour. For the pur-
poses of the Sauerian phenomenology developed in this arti-
cle, it is particularly important to recognise that Sauer em-
ployed phenomenology to counteract the determinist con-
strual of areal realism. What made his approach phenomeno-
logical was, in Sauer’s own understanding, the fact that he re-
frained from such theoretical speculation and extrapolation.
Hence his distancing from “the school of Ratzel” (Sauer,
1925:26; see also Sauer, 1971:245). Sauer was deeply scep-
tical about the hypostatisation of genetic theories to explain
the nature of a landscape, in particular with respect to geo-
morphology, “environmentalism” (Sauer, 1925:52), and cli-
matology. Sauer’s natural landscape does not determine cul-
ture, nor does landscape somehow express the essence of
a people. Instead, natural landscape presents “wide limits”
(Sauer, 1925:46) for people’s self-expression.

5 Conclusions

By way of concluding, I want to briefly reflect on the role of
areal realism in German geography following Sauer. Given
the trajectory areal realism took in Germany specifically, it
is unsurprising that the study of regions (Länder) and land-
scapes (Landschaften) was met with great suspicion. The
1969 Congress of German Geographers in Kiel is held by
many to be the moment (West) German geography parted
ways from an interest in areal realism (for an overview
of this debate, see the collection of responses in this jour-
nal edited by Korf, 2014; Korf and Wardenga, 2021). As
Schultz (2018:8) summarises, a group of young geographers
in Kiel called out the unscientific nature and societal irrel-
evance of geography which sought to study the entangle-
ment of nature and culture in space. Instead, they influen-
tially called for a clear separation of physical and human ge-
ography. The reality of area came to be seen as a dangerous
ideology (Schultz, 2018:9). Schultz (2002:374, translation by
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author) himself has highlighted the danger of “the chorologi-
cal reification of social matters of fact”, i.e. when social con-
structs are taken to be “natural” parts of an area. Returning to
anatomical analogies one last time, Schultz (2002:376, trans-
lation by author) compares the work of the “classical [Ger-
man] geographer” of the 19th and 20th century to that of a
“chiromancer”, who draws lines onto a map in order to read
from them the fate of nations, just as the chiromancer reads
one’s individual fate from the lines on the palms of one’s
hands.

In his reflection on Kiel 1969, Hasse (2014:310, transla-
tion by author) however argues that the study of regions and
landscapes was abandoned not so much for scientific reasons
as due to “political and historical circumstances”. The ironic
consequence of the rationalism that dominated human geog-
raphy as a social science in the wake of Kiel 1969 was, ac-
cording to Hasse (2014:311), that this theory bracketed im-
portant aspects of human experience, rendering it irrelevant
too.

The social scientific theory born out of the Kiel Ge-
ography Conference’s spirit of criticism in 1969
distracts from those aspects of human life which
cannot be explained through constructivism. It
distracts from the power of the aesthetic; from
the power of emotions; from the power of intu-
ition; and, last but not least (lastingly overshad-
owed by the critique of geodeterminism), from
the power of natural processes which cannot be
reached or touched by any sort of discourse.
(Hasse, 2014:312, translation by author)

Sauer, I have argued throughout this paper, faced, much
like the (West) German geographers of Kiel 1969, the prob-
lem of areal realism. However, instead of “throwing the baby
out with the bathwater” (Leser, 2014:120, translation by au-
thor), Sauer attempted to sketch out a phenomenological,
areal realism. The Sauerian phenomenology developed in
this article sought to further spell out the latent potential
of Sauer’s thought by embedding it more deeply in Ger-
man Theory. It drew out how a renewed phenomenologi-
cal approach to physical and human geography, through a
re-reading of Humboldt’s and Goethe’s work as a proto-
phenomenology, can account for aesthetic, emotional, intu-
itive, and natural processes. Although much current research
in geography is dedicated to these aspects of experience
and nature, Sauerian phenomenology brings into focus how
changes to the physical geography of an area are entangled
with changing human geographies on a phenomenological
level. This perspective is of particular relevance for making
sense of experiencing changing climates, as one form of areal
reality. Future research is needed to better understand the po-
litical dimensions of Sauer’s thought, as well as of the Ger-
man theorists who influenced him.
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